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SECRETS AND BAD THOUGHTS: The East Coast is in the thick of a drought like nothing meteorologists
have seen in 100 years. The cause: Kash’s darkness. Sam “Kash” Kashette is not perfect. He is obsessive-
compulsive, he suffers from an unbeknownst personality disorder and, when conditions are just right, he
experiences what he calls the Bad Thoughts—moving pictures in his mind that he considers to be his
“darkness.” He believes women are nothing more than an inferior species, he has a genuine problem with
authority, and he is an atheist. Because of the absence of faith, he lives his life as he sees fit without fear of
hell or eternal damnation awaiting him in the afterlife. On the other hand, Sister Rosalee DeLucci has
nothing but faith, as well as a connection to Kash’s soul. Sister Rosa is a nun who has dedicated her life to
prayer with the hope that Kash’s darkness will pass. But even Sister Rosa’s faith isn’t enough to sway Kash
when she comes to the aid of her two former roommates whom Kash is blackmailing. Back in college, the
three women had shared everything—including Kash! Reacquainted after 18 years, each woman brings with
her a secret from the past and love from the heart; both of which Kash tries to destroy. Although the sky
opens up to replenish the earth after seven months of drought, it is deception, greed, shame, and resentment
that demolishes each of the characters’ lives in some way. KA$H REUNION is a story of secrets, friendship,
and faith—faith in people and faith in God.ABOUT THE AUTHOR; Kathy Leveno Stackpole is a wife of 23
years, who juggles her time between family, friends, and a long-term career as an administrator with Chico
Enterprises.In her spare time, Kathy likes to read and of course, write about all the wacky things life tends to
throw us. Her first novel, A Bump at Pinnacle Flats, was released in 2007. Currently, she is working on her
third novel.Kathy lives in a small suburb of Morgantown, West Virginia, home of the WVU Mountaineers,
with her husband, Gary, and their “baby” a Basset named Buddy.
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From reader reviews:

Irene Gwyn:

Spent a free time for you to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their free time with their family, or all
their friends. Usually they carrying out activity like watching television, gonna beach, or picnic inside the
park. They actually doing same every week. Do you feel it? Do you need to something different to fill your
own free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book can be option to fill your free time/ holiday. The
first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of publication that you should read. If you want to test look for
book, may be the guide untitled Kash Reunion can be very good book to read. May be it can be best activity
to you.

James Senters:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them
friends and family or their friend. Do you know? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just
watching TV, as well as playing video games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity that is
look different you can read the book. It is really fun for yourself. If you enjoy the book you read you can
spent the whole day to reading a guide. The book Kash Reunion it is very good to read. There are a lot of
people who recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have
enough space bringing this book you can buy often the e-book. You can m0ore effortlessly to read this book
from the smart phone. The price is not to fund but this book possesses high quality.

Cheri Whaley:

You could spend your free time you just read this book this guide. This Kash Reunion is simple to bring you
can read it in the park, in the beach, train along with soon. If you did not have got much space to bring often
the printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you better to read it. You can save the book in
your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.

Arlie Carrillo:

Some individuals said that they feel weary when they reading a publication. They are directly felt this when
they get a half parts of the book. You can choose often the book Kash Reunion to make your current reading
is interesting. Your skill of reading talent is developing when you like reading. Try to choose very simple
book to make you enjoy to learn it and mingle the idea about book and looking at especially. It is to be initial
opinion for you to like to available a book and go through it. Beside that the reserve Kash Reunion can to be
a newly purchased friend when you're really feel alone and confuse with what must you're doing of this time.
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